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THE HOMOTOPY OF SIMPLICIAL ALGEBRAS 

HARRY LAKSER 

1. Introduction. In [6] Walter Taylor investigated the relationship 
between the algebraic structure of a topological algebra A and the group 
structure of its fundamental group TI(A) and of the higher homotopy 
groups irn(A),n > 1. The main result is that a v a r i e t y ^ satisfies a group 
law X in homotopy (that is, wi) if and only if every group in the idem-
potent reduct of "V obeys X. (The relevant definitions are in [6] and also 
§ 2 of this paper.) A similar result is stated for the higher homotopy 
groups. As Taylor points out in the introduction, the hard part of the 
theorem is constructing a topological algebra in "V whose fundamental 
group may fail to obey X; indeed, in [6] this is only done in detail for the 
commutative law, and the proof is rather computational. The basic 
technique used is the Swierczkowski topology. 

In this paper we interpose the simplicial category between the topo
logical and algebraic. The bulk of this paper treats simplicial algebras, 
and, using standard results of the theory of simplicial sets, we derive our 
result with a minimum of computation. For each N ^ 1 we construct a 
simplicial algebra in the variety whose TTN is the free (abelian if N > 1) 
group in the idempotent reduct of the variety. The geometric realization 
is then the desired topological algebra in the variety in those cases where 
the realization preserves products, for instance, when the simplicial set is 
countable. Thus we can get Taylor's result only if there are only count-
ably many fundamental operations (see § 7). In this case our result is 
slightly better than Taylor's; the relevant homotopy group is the free 
group in the idempotent reduct, and the topological algebra is a CW 
complex with the algebraic operations cellular maps. 

There is unfortunately very little standardized notation in the theory 
of simplicial sets. As our standard of notation and definitions we in 
general use [1], and those results from [2] and [5] that we need will be 
transcribed into the notation of [1]. 

2. Homotopy groups of Kan algebras. A simplicial set is a graded 
set indexed on the non-negative integers; that is, a sequence of sets 
(An\n^0), together with maps dt:An —•> An-i and st:An —» An+i, 
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0 ^ i S n, for each non-negative integer n, which satisfy the following 
identities: 

(i) didj = dj-idi if i < j . 

(ii) s^- = s m s * if i ^ j . 

(iii) d ^ = s^-id* if i < 7, 

djSj = identi ty = dj+iSj, 

dfSj = Sjdi-i if i > j + 1. 

The elements oî An are called n-simplices. The d* and sz- are called /ace 
and degeneracy operators respectively. 

Let A be a simplicial set and let 7^ be a class of algebras of fixed 
similarity type. We say that A is a simplicial 7^-algebra if, for each 
n ^ 0, the set 4̂W of n-simplices of A has the structure of aT^-algebra 
and the face operators dt and degeneracy operators s7- are homomor-
phisms. Thus for each r-ary operation symbol f of the type of 7^ we have 
a simplicial map f:Ar-+A. A homomorphism <p:A—+B of simplicial 
7^-algebras is a simplicial map such that, for each n, <p:An—>Bn is a 
homomorphism of algebras. 

If the simplicial 7^-algebra A is a Kan complex, that is, if 4̂ satisfies 
the Kan extension condition [1, p. 114], we say that A is a KanT^-algebra. 
A direct definition of the homotopy groups exists only for Kan com
plexes. In § 3 we describe a functor due to Kan [2] that associates with 
each simplicial set a Kan complex, and so enables one to define homotopy 
groups for a general simplicial set. 

A pointed simplicial^-algebra (A, *) is a simplicial 7^-algebra A with 
base-point * such that / (*, . . . , * ) = * for all operations/ of 7^. Thus the 
simplicial m a p / : (A, *)r —» (A, *) is a simplicial map of pointed simplicial 
sets. 

If 7^ is a class of algebras then by a group G in^ is meant an algebra 
G in i^ that also has a group structure, composition denoted • , inverse 
denoted _1, identity denoted e, such that each operation/:^7" —» A of 7^ 
is a group homomorphism [6, p. 499]. 

If (Aj *) is a pointed KanT^-algebra a n d / is an r-ary operation of 7^ 
then the simplicial m a p / : (A, *) r —» {A, *) yields, for each w §: 1, a group 
homomorphism 

Tn(f): irn(A,*)r -*Tn(A, * ) . 

Thus irn(A, *) inherits the structure of an algebra of the type of 7^\ 
Recall that a class of algebras is said to be a variety (also called an 

"equational class") if it is the class of all algebras satisfying a set of 
identities. The fundamental theorem of G. Birkhoff states that a c l a s s a 
of algebras is a variety if and only if it is closed under the operations of 
taking products of algebras in 7^, subalgebras of 7^, and homomorphic 
images of algebras in 7^. 
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LEMMA 1. Leti^ be a variety of algebras and let n ^ 1. The functor wn is 
a functor from the category of pointed Kan "V-algebras to the category of 
groups in'V'. 

Proof. Le t / be an operation of the type of i^. Then / : (A, *) r —» (A, *) 
is simplicial and thus irn(f ) :irn(A, *)r —> irn(A, *) is a group homo-
morphism. To show that Tn(A, *) is a group i n ^ we thus need only show 
that wn(A, *) is an algebra i n ^ under the operations irn(f). It is most 
convenient to use the definition of the homotopy groups in [5, Definitions 
3.1 and 3.6] throughout this paper. The subset 

An — {x(zAn\d0x = dix = . . . = dnx = *} 

is a subalgebra of An since the dt are homomorphisms and/(*, . . . , * ) = * 
for all operations/ of *V. We next observe that the homotopy relation ~ 
on An is a congruence relation. L e t / be r-ary and let xu yt £ Ân, i — 
1, . . ., r with each xt ^ yt. This means that there are Wi, . . ., wr G ^4n+i 

with dnWi = #*, dn+iWi = ;yzand d/zu* = *, 0 ^ j < w. Then/(wi, . . ., wr) 
is a homotopy from/(xi, . . ., xr) tof(yi, . . ., yr)\ 

dnf(wu . . .,wT) = f(xi, . . . ,x r ) , 

dn+1f(wu . . ., wr) = /(yi, . . ., yr) and 

djf(wh . . ., wr) = /(*, . . . , * ) = * , 0 ^ j < n, 

since the dt are homomorphisms. It thus follows that Trn(A, *) G i^. 
We note finally that if (A, *), (5 , *) are pointed Kan ^-algebras and 

cp: (A, *) —» (5, *) is a simplicial homomorphism then, for any r-ary 
operation of ^ , the diagram 

(A,*yJf—+(B,*y 

\f \f 

(A,*) -^(B,*) 

commutes. Consequently 

k(/) k(/) 
T.M,*) T " ( y ) > T.(B, *) 

commutes, and thus Tn(<p) preserves the algebraic operations. That 
irn((p) preserves, the group structure is standard; thus irn(<p) is a homo
morphism of groups i n ^ , concluding the proof of the lemma. 
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3. The functor Ex°°. In [5] Kan denned a functor Exœ from the 
category of simplicial sets to the subcategory of Kan complexes, thereby 
enabling one to define homotopy groups for an arbitrary simplicial set. 
The functor Ex°° is a direct limit of iterates of a functor Ex. We review 
these définitions and show how they give rise to a functor from the 
category of simplicial ^-algebras to the subcategory of Kan ^-algebras . 

For each n ^ 0 let A[n] be the standard w-simplex [1, p. 112]. The 
barycentric subdivision A'[n] of A[n] has as g-simplices (q + 1)-tuples 
(do, . . ., aq) where the at are nondegenerate simplices of A[n] and, for 
each i, 0 ^ i < q, o\ is a face of ai+\. That is, there is a sequence, possibly 
empty, diQ, . . ., dik with 

0i — ^io> • • •> dikai+i. 

If f:A[m] —» A[n] is a simplicial map and a is a simplex of A[m] denote 
by fa the (unique) nondegenerate simplex of A[n] determined by fa. We 
then have a simplicial m a p / ' : A'[m] —» A'[ri\ with 

ff(a0, . . ., aq) = (/(To, . . .,f<rg). 

For a simplicial set A the simplicial set Ex A has (Ex 4̂ )n as the set of all 
simplicial maps A'[n] —> A. The face operators are defined by setting, for 
each x:Af[n]—^A,diX = x o e / where et: A[n — 1] —* A[n] is the inclusion 
i-face [1, p. 115]. The degeneracy operator s& = x o 77/ where 77*: A(w + 1] 
—•» A[w] is the ith projection [1, p. 115]. If f:A —> B is a simplicial map 
then Ex/ :Exyl —>ExB is defined by setting Ex/(x) = / o x. 

Observe that the functor Ex preserves direct products; if pi'.A X 
B —» A and £>2*.̂ 4 X B —> B are the natural projections then Expi and 
Ex p2 give rise to a natural isomorphism 

Ex (A X 5 ) -> Ex.4 X ExB. 

Thus ii f:Ar —> A is a simplicial map we get 

E x / : ( E x ^ ) r - ^ E x ^ l , 

and so if ^ is a variety of algebras and A is a simplicial 7^-algebra then 
Ex/I is a simplicial algebra of the type of "f. If x: A'[n] —> A is an 
^-simplex of Ex .4 then x is determined by its values on the w-simplices of 
A'[n\. Let/ :^4 r —» A be a basic operation and let 

Xi, . . ., # r : A'[w] —» A 

be tt-simplices of Ex A. Let c be an w-simplex of A'[n\. Then 

( (Ex/ ) (x 1 ? . . .,xr))(a) =/(x1(cr), . . ., o;r(o-)). 

We see thus that (Ex^4)w is a subalgebra of a power of An, and conclude 
that if 7^ is a variety of algebras and A is a simplicial 7^-algebra then so 
is Ex .4. If <£>:.4 —•» J5 is a homomorphism of ^-a lgebras then Ex<p, given 
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by Exip(x) = (p o x, is clearly also a homomorphism. We thus have the 
following lemma. 

LEMMA 2. Iff is a variety of algebras then Ex is a functor from the 
category of simplicial ^-algebras to itself. 

There is a simplicial map ô[n]: A'[n] —* A[n] determined as follows 
[2, p. 452]; if a = (no, . . ., nQ) G A[n]q is a vertex of A'[n] then ô[n]a = 
(nq), a vertex of A[n]. Kan defines a natural embedding e with eA'^4 —» 
Ex 4̂ determined by setting 

where # is any ^-simplex of A and fx is the simplicial map fx: A[n] —> 4̂ 
determined by x [4, p. 112]. Since e preserves products we conclude that, 
if A is a simplicial 7^-algebra, then eA is an embedding of simplicial 
^-algebra. 

The functor Exœ is defined as the direct limit of 

A J±+ExA^Ex2A >• • • 

and we have the natural limit embedding eœ. It turns out that Exœ^4 is 
always a Kan complex [2, Theorem (4.2)]. Since varieties are closed 
under direct limits we get the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3. If^ is a variety of algebras then Ex°° is a functor from the 
category of simplicial^-algebras to the category of Kan^-algebras, and eœ 

is a natural embedding. 

We observe that if (A, *) is a pointed simplicial set then Ex A has a 
natural base-point eA* and Ex°°̂ 4 has a natural base-point eA

œ*; as usual, 
we denote these simply by *. From Lemma 3 we see that, via Ex°°, we can 
define homotopy groups for any simplicial ^-algebra. 

4. Homotopy groups of simplicial7^-algebras, L e t ^ be a variety 
of algebras and let7^0 be the idempotent reduct of i^ [6, p. 499]. Let / be 
the functor that associates with each algebra A in i^ the algebra IA 
defined on the same set but using only the operations of the similarity 
type ofl^o-

If A is a simplicial^ algebra and * £ A0, then the pointed simplicial 
set (A,*) will in general not be a pointed simplicial 7^-algebra but, 
because of the idempotence of 7^0, (IA,*), with (IA)n — IAn, is a 
pointed simplicialT^o-algebra. We conclude that (Ex°°L4, *) is a pointed 
KanT^o-algebra and if A itself is a Kan complex then eA

œ is a homotopy 
equivalence, [2, Theorem (4.5)]. We can thus define, without ambiguity, 
the nth homotopy group functor Tn as 7rn o Ex°° o I. By Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 3 we get the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let ^V be a variety of algebras and let n ^ 1. The nth 
homotopy group functor irn o Ex°° o I is a functor from the category of 
simplicial *V-algebras with base-point to the category of groups in the 
idempotent reduct ofV. 

When the context is clear, we often will write wn(A} *) rather than 
7rn(Ex°°L4,*). 

5. The Eilenberg-MacLane complexes. Let f be a variety of 
algebras and let G be a simplicial group in 7^, that is, each Gn is a group 
in i^ and the face and degeneracy operators are group homomorphisms 
and ^-homomorphisms. The functor W [1, p. 136] yields a Kan complex 
W(G)\ W(G)o consists of a single simplex ( ) and 

W(G)n = Gn_! X . . . X Go for n > 0. 

The face and degeneracy operators are defined as 

do(gn-U • • -, go) = (gn -2 , • • -, g o ) , 

So(gn-u . . ., go) = (e, gn-i, . . ., go), e the identity of Gn, 

and, for i > 0, 

di(gn-l, • • -, go) = (d<-lg„-l, di-2gn-2, • . -, 

dogn-f gn-i-l, gn-i-2, . . ., g o ) , 

Si(gn-1, • • -, go) = ( s * _ i g w - i , 5^_2gn-2, . . -, S0gn-i, e, gn-i-l, . . ., g o ) . 

Since W(G)n is a product of 7^-algebras, J^(G)n has the structure of a 
^-algebra, with lF(G)o the trivial (one-element) ^-algebra . The face 
and degeneracy operators are then homomorphisms; this is clear for d0 

and the s/s, and for d,, i > 0, follows from the fact that the Gn are groups 
in 7^, that is, if/ is r-ary then 

f(dogi-hi, . . .,dogr-hr) = /(dogi, • • .,d0gT)f(hu • • ., Ar) 

= d0/(gl, • • -, gr)f(hl, . • -, ft,). 

We then have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 4. T^ is a functor from the category of simplicial groups in ^ to 
the category of Kan 7^-algebras. 

Now let G be a group in 7^. The functor K( •, 0) associates with G the 
simplicial group K(G, 0) i n ^ [ l , p. 137]; K(G, 0)n = G for all n ^ 0 and 
the face and degeneracy operators are the identity map. Let N ^ 1, and 
let G be abelian if N > 1. Then the JV-fold iterate K(Gy N) = 
Wo . . . o WK(G, 0), the Eilenberg-MacLane complex, gives rise to a 
functor K( •, N) from the category of groups in7^ to the category of Kan 
7^-algebras (of simplicial groups in ^V if G is abelian). Note that for 
n < N K(G, N)n is the trivial ^"-algebra, and that K(G, N)N ^ G as a 
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^ - a l g e b r a (as a group in 7 ^ if G is abelian). We denote the unique 
element ( ) of K(G, N)0 by *. 

LEMMA 5. The group ini^ wN(K(G, iV), *) is naturally isomorphic to G 
under the isomorphism p\G —> TN(K(G, N), *) with pg = [g] (identifying 
GwithK(G,N)N). 

Proof. T h a t p is a group isomorphism is Theorem 23.2 of [5, p. 98]. By 
the definition of the ^ - s t r u c t u r e of K(G} N) it is immediate tha t p also 
preserves the operations of 7^ . 

In [5] it is also proved tha t irn(K(G, N), *) is trivial if n ^ N, bu t this 
is irrelevant to our purposes. 

6. T h e free group i n i^o. Let ^ be a variety of algebras and let 
N ^ 1. Let X be a countable set. We construct a simplicial set NA. We 
set (A^4)O = {*} and, for n < N, {NA)n consists of a single w-simplex, the 
degenerate ^-simplex s0

n*, also denoted *, following the convention in 
[1, p. 113]. We let (NA)N consist of X and the degenerate iV-simplex * 
determined by * G (NA)O. The face operators 

di- (NA)N —>• (NA)N-.i 

are defined by sett ing dty = * for all y Ç (NA)N. For n > N, (NA)n 

consists of the degenerate n-simplices determined by (NA)N in the freest 
possible manner. 

We now let NF be the simplicial ^-algebra, obtained by letting (NF)n 

be the free^V-algebra generated by (NA)n, n ^ 0, and determining the 
face and degeneracy operators from those on NA by freeness. 

Observe tha t NA is the analogue of the topological join of countably 
many TV-spheres, and tha t NF is the analogue of the free 7^-algebra 
generated by this join. 

We let NFf be the connected component of * in NF. Let 7 ^ 0 be the 
idempotent reduct of i^ and recall the functor / replacing a i^ -algebra. 
by itsT^o-re-duct. 

LEMMA 6. For each n ^ 0, (NFf)n is a sub algebra of I(NF)n and is the 
free^o-algebra generated by (NA)n. 

Proof. The w-simplex x £ NF lies in NFf if and only if there is a sequence 
xlf . . ,,xk Ç (NF)i with 

d0
nx = dtfCi, dixk = *, and dixt = d0xi+1, 1 ^ i < k. 

Since (NF)I is the f r e e ^ - a l g e b r a generated by (NA)i there are ai , . . ., 
ar G (NA)I and r-ary polynomials pu . . ., ph with 

Xt = Pifau • • ., ar), 1 ^ i ^ k. 
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We then get 

donx = px(*, . . . , * ) = . . . = pk(*, . . . , * ) = *. 

Thus x G NFf if and only if dQ
nx = *. By the freeness of (^F)w there is an 

r-ary ^-polynomial £> and aly . . ., ar £ (A^4)n with x = p(ai, . . ., ar). 
Then 

d0
nx = p(donai, . . ., d0

war) = £ ( * , . . . , *). 

Consequently x G AT/7' if and only if p(*, . . ., *) = * and thus, since 
(NF)o is free on {*}, if and only if p is idempotent. The lemma then 
follows. 

THEOREM 2. LefV be a variety of algebras. 
(a) 7ri(iF, *) is the free group in the idempotent reduct off generated by 

\[elF
œx]\x G X\. 

(b) If N > I then irN(NF, *) is the free abelian group in the idempotent 
reduct off generated by {[eNF°° %]\x G X}. 

Proof. Let T^o denote the idempotent reduct of 7^, let G be a group in 
T^o, abelian if N > 1, and let <p:X —» G be any mapping. 

Since the embeddings 

e„F.œ:(„F')0-* (Exœ
NF')0 and 

eNF
m: (NF)0 -> (Exœ

NF)0 

are bijective it follows that Exœ
NFf is the component of * in Exœ

NF. Thus 
TÏN(NF, *) (which is ir N (Exœ I (N F), *) by our convention) is TN(Exœ

NF', 
*) as a group in7^0 . 

We now recall the Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(G, N). There is a 
pointed simplicial map 

^ : M , * ) - > ( # ( £ , TV),*) 

with \px = <px for x £ U-4)^ — {*} (recall that K(Gy N)N = G). By 
Lemma 6 we can extend f to a homomorphism, also denoted \f/, of 
simplicial 7^o-algebras \p:NF' —> K(G, N). We thus have 

7r^(Ex0°^):7r iV(Exœ
A^ /,*) -^irN(ExcoK(G,N),*), 

a homomorphism of groups in7^ 0 with 

TN(Exœt) [eNF
œx] = [eKio,N)

œ <p(x)] for x 6 X C ( ^ ) ^ . 

Since i£(G, iV) is a Kan complex the embedding of simplicial7^0-algebras 

eK{G,N)
œ'.K(G, N) -+ Exœ K(G, N) 

is a homotopy equivalence [2, Theorem (4.5)] and thus 

*N(eKiGtN)
œ)-*AK(G, N), *)->TN(ExœK(G, N), *) 
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is an isomorphism. Then the map 

$ = p_1 o TT^O^G,^) 0 0 ) - 1 o 7rN(Exœ i/0 

is a homomorphism of groups i n ^ 0 , ^'^N(NFJ *) —> G with ^ [ ^ F ° ° X] = 
< (̂x) for x ^ I . 

To complete the proof of the theorem we need only show that TTN(NF, *) 
is generated as a group inT^o by the set {[eNF

œ x]\x G X}. This could be 
done directly but we prefer to minimize the computations and so refer 
the reader to the Corollary to Lemma 7 in the appendix, § 8. 

7. The geometric realization. If i^ is a variety of algebras and A is 
a topological algebra in "V then the singular simplicial functor 5, [1, p. 
107], associates a Kan complex SA with A. Then SA is a simplicial 

^-algebra, under the operations Sf, / an operation on the algebra A. The 
homotopy groups of A are just the homotopy groups of 5^4. By Theorem 1 
we get the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3. (Walter Taylor) Let i^be a variety of algebras and letn^l. 
The functor irn is a functor from the category of topological algebras ini^ with 
base-point to the category of groups in the idempotent reduct ofV'. 

Since SA is Kan, we do not need the full force of Theorem 2. Indeed 
the direct proof presented in [6] is really as simple. 

To proceed in the opposite direction we recall the geometrical realiza
tion functor Rf [1, (1.29)] and, for more details, [5, Chapter III]. To each 
simplicial set A is associated a CW complex RA and to each simplicial map 
/ a continuous function, indeed a cellular map, Rf. If A is a Kan complex 
then each homotopy group of A is naturally isomorphic to the correspond
ing homotopy group of RA. If A is countable then the functor R com
mutes with direct products and so if A is a countable simplicial^-algebra 
then RA is a topological algebra in *V. If the type of ̂  is countable then 
NF and Ex°° NF are countable and so RNF and R Exœ

NF are topological 
algebras in 7^. The map R eNF

œ is a homotopy equivalence between RNF 
and R Exœ

NF [2, Lemma (6.5)]; thus the Nth homotopy group of RNF 
is isomorphic, as a group in the idempotent reduct of 7^, to the iVth 
homotopy group of Ex°°^F. We consequently have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. Leff be a variety of countable type. 
(a) There is a CW topological algebra in ^V whose fundamental group 

(that is, 7Ti) is the free group on Xo generators in the idempotent reduct off'. 
(b) For N > 1 there is a CW topological algebra in i^ whose Nth homo

topy group is the free abelian group on Ho generators in the idempotent 
reduct off. 
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COROLLARY. (Walter Taylor) (a) For a fixed group law X and variety Y 
of countable type every group in the idempotent reduct ofV obeys X if and 
only ifV obeys X in homotopy. 

(b) For any N ^ 2, any variety^ of countable type, and any abelian 
group law X, every abelian group in the idempotent reduct off obeys X if and 
only ifV obeys X in N-homotopy. 

Recall [6] that we say a variety i^ obeys the group law (group identity) 
X in iV-homotopy if the iVth homotopy group of each topological algebra 
in °V satisfies X. If JV = 1, we simply say that i^ obeys X in homotopy, 
that is, the fundamental group of each topological algebra i n ^ satisfies X. 

Taylor's results do not actually involve any restriction on the type of 
i^. To get these full results from our work would entail having a geo
metrical realization functor that preserves products in general. 

In our case, though, the general result holds if we change the definition 
of topological algebra so that the algebraic operations need only be 
continuous on compact sets, the Kelley topology [3, p. 42] and [4, p. 56]. 

8. Appendix. Let (A, *) be a pointed simplicial set. We say that A is 
iV-reduced, n ^ 1, if An = {*} for n < N. 

LEMMA 7. If N ^ 1 and (A, *) is N-reduced then the group TTN(EXCOA1 *) 
is generated by the set {[eA

œx]\x £ AN — {*}}. 

Proof. If x G AN then 

dieA
œx = eA

œdtx = eA
œ* = * for each i. 

Thus 

{[eA
mx]\x G AN - {*}} C VN(ExmA,*). 

To show that {[^4
œx]|x G AN — {*} j generates we recall the simplicial 

group G A [1, Definition (3.15)]. For each n ^ 0 (GA)n is the group 
freely generated by a set {x\x G An+1} subject to the relation sax = e, the 
group identity, for each x G An\ thus the set \x\x Ç ^4w+i — {*}} is a 
generating set for (GA)n. The mapping t'.A —> G A given by tx = x is a 
twisting function and we can consider the simplicial set EA = G A X %A. 
Then 

GA-^EA-^A 

is a fibration, wrhere ig = (g, *) and p(g, x) = x. Then 

Exœ G A S Ex00 EA P> Ex°° A 
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is also a fibration [2, Theorem (4.3)] and the diagram 

GA - • EA 1—y A 

tGA\ HE A \eA 

LxGi • hxœEA i-> kx° .4 

commutes. 
Since G l̂ is a simplicial group it is a Kan complex and so e^0 0 is a 

homotopy equivalence; thus 

(GA,e)-+irn(ExcoGA,eGA
œe) 

is an isomorphism for all n. Now REA, the geometrical realization of EA, 
is contractible [5, Theorem 26.6] and, since 

ReEA
œ:REA ->RExœEA 

is a homotopy equivalence, R ExœEA is a contractible space. Thus the 
Kan complex Ex°°ZL4 is contractible. From the homotopy sequence 
[1, Theorem (2.8)] of the fibration 

Ex°°G^ -> Ex°°£.4 -> Exœ^ 

we then get an isomorphism 

d:wN(ExcoA} *) -> TN^(ExœGA, eGA
œ e). 

Since A is iV-reduced AN = AN. Let x £ AN and compute d[eA°°x]. The 
iV-simplex eEA°°(e, x) of Ex°°ZL4 satisfies 

^z eEA
co{e1 x) = eEA

codi(eJ x) = eEA
œ(e, *) = * for i > 0 and 

do éfcA°°(e, *0 = eEA
œd0(e, x) = ^ œ ( x , *) = ^ œ t £ = (Ex00*)^^00*) ; 

since (Excop)(e, x) = ^°°x we get 

d[eA
œx] = [eOA°°x]. 

Thus the isomorphism 

(vN-i ^ G T ^ 0 0 ) - 1 O d:TTN(ExC°A, *) - > TT^-iCGyl, g) 

maps [^°°x] to [x]. For each x £ An x Ç (G^4)JV_I and, since (£4)^-1 is 
generated by {x|x G 4̂ AT — {*}}, we see that 7TAr_i(G 4̂, e) is generated by 
{[x]\x £ 4̂AT — {*}}. Then 7TAT(Exœ 4̂, *) is generated by {[^°°x]|x £ 4̂ AT — 
{*}}, proving the lemma. 

COROLLARY. AS a group in the idempotent reduct of' "V, WN(NFJ *) is 
generated by the set {[eNF

mx]\x £ X}. 
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Proof. By Lemma 6 NF' is iV-reduced. Thus, as a group, TTN(NF, *) is 
generated by the set 

\leNFmy)\y£ UF')N- {*}}• 

As aT^o-algebra, (NF')N is generated by the set X \J {*}. Since [*] is the 
group identity of TTN(NF, *) we conclude that, as a group i n ^ 0 , TTN(NF, *) 
is generated by the set { [ ^ F 0 0 ^ ] ! ^ G ^ } -
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